Our sister Sufi organization from the lineage of Hazrat Inayat Khan, called the Inayatiyya has a Kinship concentration with some excellent programming and offerings.

For Inayatiyya Kinship specific events visit the Kinship Activity web site: https://kinshipactivityorg.wordpress.com/events-2/.

They host Kinship Circles on the third Friday of the month from 3-4:30 Eastern. The topics vary; for instance, November 2021 is about Friendship. Everyone is welcome.

In addition, they are holding a Social Justice book group every other Wed 7-8:30 pm Eastern. They are currently (Fall, 2021) reading How to Be an Anti-racist. This group will end in December and another title will likely be chosen for Jan or Feb, 2022 beginning. We ask folks to register. (We are pleased to have some Ruhaniat folks join us.) And we issue a quarterly Kinship Connection newsletter.

The best way to get regular updates is to sign up on the Inayatiyya home page. https://inayatiyya.org/. When you do that, you can select what Activity you want information about. You will also automatically get the general Inayatiyya announcements, Pir Zia's monthly Zephyr, including the weekly list that comes out on Mondays.